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Abstract
We revisit the venerable question of “pure password”-
based key derivation and encryption, and expose security
weaknesses in current implementations that stem from
structural flaws in Key Derivation Functions (KDF). We
advocate a fresh redesign, named Halting KDF (HKDF),
which we thoroughly motivate on these grounds:

1. By letting password owners choose the hash itera-
tion count, we gain operational flexibility and eliminate
the rapid obsolescence faced by many existing schemes.

2. By throwing a Halting-Problem wrench in the
works of guessing that iteration count, we widen the se-
curity gap with any attacker to its theoretical optimum.

3. By parallelizing the key derivation, we let legiti-
mate users exploit all the computational power they can
muster, which in turn further raises the bar for attackers.

HKDFs are practical and universal: they work with
any password, any hardware, and a minor change to
the user interface. As a demonstration, we offer real-
world implementations for the TrueCrypt and GnuPG
packages, and discuss their security benefits in concrete
terms.

1 Introduction

For a variety of reasons, it is becoming increasingly de-
sirable for people leading an electronic lifestyle to attend
to a last bastion of privacy: a stronghold defended by
secret-key cryptography, and whose key exists only in
its guardian’s mind. To this end, we study how “pure
password”-based encryption can best withstand the most
dedicated offline dictionary attacks—regardless of pass-
word strength.

1.1 Human-memorable Secrets
Passwords. Passwords in computer security are the
purest form of secrets that can be kept in human memory,

independently of applications and infrastructures. They
can be typed quickly and discreetly on a variety of de-
vices, and remain effective in constrained environments
with basic input and no output capabilities. Not sur-
prisingly, passwords and passphrases have become the
method of choice for human authentication and mental
secret safekeeping, whether locally or remotely, in an on-
line or offline setting.

Passwords have the added benefit to work on diminu-
tive portable keypads that never leave the user’s con-
trol, guaranteeing that the secret will not be intercepted
by a compromised terminal. User-owned and password-
activated commercial devices include the DigiPass [12]
for authorizing bank transactions, the CryptoCard [10]
for generating access tokens, and the ubiquitous cellular
phone which can be used for making payments via SMS
over the GSM network.

Nevertheless, the widespread use of passwords for se-
curing computer systems is often deplored by system ad-
ministrators, due to their low entropy and a propensity to
being forgotten unless written down, which in turn leads
to onerous policies that users deem too difficult to fol-
low [43]. In this work, by contast, we seek not to change
people’s habits in significant ways; rather, our goal is to
maximize security for passwords that are actually used,
no matter how weak these might be.

Alternatives. A number of alternatives have been sug-
gested to alleviate the limitations of passwords, in-
cluding inkblots [39], visual recognition [29], client-
side puzzles [21, 11], interactive challenges [32], word
labyrinths [6], but any of them has yet to gain much trac-
tion.

Multi-factor authentication systems seek not to replace
passwords, but supplement them with a second or third
form of authentication, which could be a physical token
(e.g., SecurID [38]) or a biometric reading. These ap-
proaches are mostly effective in large organizations.

Compelling as these sophisticated proposals may be,
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multi-factor authentication is no panacea, and the var-
ious mental alternatives to passwords tend to be slow,
complex, and error-prone, and depend on a particular
medium or infrastructure. For instance, mental puzzles
typically require multiple rounds of interaction to gather
enough entropy, and image recognition tasks will never
work without a display. Simple portable keypads are
pretty much out of the question. The usual criticisms
that have been levelled at passwords, such as low entropy
and poor cognitive retention, apply to these alternatives
as well.

1.2 Application Contexts
Online Uses. In the online setting, the main use of
passwords is for remote user authentication. Password-
based Encrypted Key Exchange (EKE) [5] and Authenti-
cated Key Exchange (PAKE) [17] protocols enable high-
entropy session keys to be established between two or
more parties that hold a low-entropy shared secret, ide-
ally with mutual authentication. The threat model is the
online attack, conducted by an opponent who can ob-
serve and corrupt the lines of communication, and some-
times also the transient state of a subset of the partici-
pants, but without access to the long-term storage where
the password data are kept.

What makes the online setting favorable for password-
based authentication, is that participants can detect (in
zero knowledge) when an incorrect password is used, and
terminate the protocol without leaking information. The
attacker can always run a fresh instance of the protocol
for every candidate password, but many EKE and PAKE
protocols [20, 4, 8] achieve theoretically optimal secu-
rity by ensuring that no adversary can do better than this.
Online guessing is easy to detect in practice, and can be
defeated by locking out accounts with repeated failures.
Dealing with passwords in the pure online setting is in
that respect a mostly solved problem, and is the topic
of the ongoing IEEE 1363.2 standardization effort [19].
We will not discuss online passwords further.

Offline Uses. In the offline setting, passwords are
mainly used for login and to encrypt data at rest in lo-
cal storage. Typical applications of password-based en-
cryption range from user-level encryption of PGP or
S/MIME private keys, to kernel-level enforcement of ac-
cess permissions, to hardware-level encryption of a lap-
top’s hard disk by a security chip or by the drive itself.

Despite their limitations, passwords tend to be prefer-
able to other types of credentials. Physical tokens able
to store large cryptographic keys are susceptible to theft
along with the laptop they are supposed to protect. Bio-
metrics are inherently noisy and must trade security for
reliability; they are also tied to a specific user and cannot

be revoked. Visual and other alternatives to passwords
are often complex and too demanding for low-level op-
eration or in embedded systems; at any rate they do not
have clear security benefits over passwords.

The main threat faced by password-based encryption
is the offline dictionary attack. Unlike the online guess-
ing discussed earlier, in an offline attack the adversary
has access to the complete ciphertext and all relevant
information kept in storage—except the password—and
does not need the cooperation of remote parties to carry
out the attack. Tamper-resistant hardware may compli-
cate ciphertext acquisition, but, past that point, the adver-
sary is bound only by sheer computational power: this is
what makes low-entropy passwords so much more dam-
aging offline than online.

1.3 Password-based Encryption
Aside from the peril of dictionary attacks, passwords
are not usable natively as encryption keys, because they
are not properly distributed. Key Derivation Functions
(KDF) let us solve this.

Key Derivation. The goal is to create a uniform and
reproducible key from a password. The universally ac-
cepted practice is to mangle the password through a hash
function a number of times, after blending it with ran-
dom data called salt that is made public. The many hash
iterations serve to make offline dictionary attacks slower,
and the salt is to preclude using lookup tables as a short-
cut [18, 30, 3]. Virtually all KDFs follow this model;
however, it is not a panacea.

For ones, referring to the apparent futility of prevent-
ing (targeted) dictionary attacks, in the full version of
their recent CRYPTO ’06 paper, Canetti, Halevi, and
Steiner [9] lament:

[...] typical applications use a key-derivation-
function such as SHA1 repeated a few thou-
sand times to derive the key from the password,
in the hope of slowing down off-line dictionary
attacks. [...] Although helpful, this approach is
limited, as it entails an eternal cat-and-mouse
chase where the number of iterations of SHA1
continuously increases to match the increasing
computing powers of potential attackers.

Instead, these authors propose to treat the password as
a path in a maze of CAPTCHAs [42], whose (secret)
answers will provide the key. Alas, such augmented-
password schemes tend to be unwieldy; here, gigabytes
of CAPTCHAs must be pre-generated, and then retrieved
in secret, which relegates it to local storage (lest an of-
fline dictionary attack on the access pattern reveal the
password).
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In general, while it is true that secrets with visual or
interactive components are likely to hamper mechani-
cal enumeration, old-fashioned passwords will remain
faster, less conspicuous, and much more convenient for
humans to handle and recall. Still, the problem remains
to design a good KDF.

Iteration Count. To perceive the difficulty of KDF
design, recall that Unix’ crypt() hashing for
/etc/passwd back in the seventies took a quarter of a
second [33] to perform two dozen iterations of the DES
cipher (with salt). The original PKCS#5 key derivation
standard from the early nineties [37] was content to use
a “positive number” of applications of MD2 or MD5,
but has since been updated [22] to recommend “at least
1000” iterations of MD5 or SHA1. This recommenda-
tion has been followed in the recent and well-regarded
TrueCrypt software [40], albeit perhaps on the edge,
with merely 2000 iterations of SHA1 or RIPEMD160,
or 1000 iterations of WHIRLPOOL. Unfortunately, these
numbers are set in stone in the TrueCrypt source code.

The custom “s2k” (string-to-key) function of
GnuPG [15] is preset to hash a total of 65536 bytes
based on the password, which amounts to a few thou-
sand iterations of SHA1. Sadly, this number is once
again hardcoded without user override. At least, the
OPENPGP [7] format offers some flexibility in that
regard, and GnuPG can be recompiled to hash up
to a maximum of 65011712 bytes, without breaking
compatibility with the official version. Still, even that
ostensibly large number appears pathetic by today’s
standards, as it takes only two seconds to digest those 65
million bytes on a 1.5 GHz laptop circa 2005.

1.4 The Problem, and Our Solution
The balancing act in KDF design is to choose a large
enough iteration count to frustrate a dictionary attack,
but not so large as to inconvenience the user. Any choice
made today is likely to prove wholly inadequate a few
years from now. Furthermore, this assessment should be
made in view of the lifespan and sensitivity of the plain-
text, as well as the estimated strength of the password—
two crucial tidbits of which only the actual user (and not
the system designer) is privy.

Security Maximization and User Programmability.
Given the constraints, the primary goal is to maximize—
by technical means—the “gap” between user inconve-
nience and the costs inflicted on attackers. Secondarily,
it is crucial—for policy and deeper reasons—that users
be free to vary the (secret) level of inconvenience they
are willing to accept on a case-by-case basis. In essence,
we:

(i) let the user choose the amount of work he
or she deems appropriate for the task,
(ii) keep the choice secret from attackers (and
allow the user to forget it too),
(iii) and ensure that all user-side computing
power can be exploited.

We emphasize again that human-selected passwords tend
to be by far the weakest link in a typical cryptographic
chain [26], which is why we seek to squeeze as much
security from them as we can.

“Halting” Key Derivation Functions. HKDFs are the
practical embodiment of all the above requirements.
They consist of two algorithms, Prepare and Extract.
The principle is as follows:

• To create a random encryption key, the user
launches a randomized algorithm HKDF.Prepare
on the password, lets it crunch for a while, and inter-
rupts it manually using the user interface, to obtain
an encryption key along with some public string to
be stored with the ciphertext.

• To recover the same key subsequently, the user ap-
plies a deterministic algorithm HKDF.Extract on
the password and the public string from the first
phase. The algorithm halts spontaneously when it
recognizes that it has recovered the correct key, bar-
ring which it can be reset manually.

Thus, if the user entered the correct password,
HKDF.Extract will halt and output the correct key af-
ter roughly the same amount of time as the user had let
HKDF.Prepare run in the setup phase. However, if the
user entered a wrong password, at some point he or she
will find that it is taking too long and will have the option
to stop the process manually in order to try again.

Notice that the public string causes the derived key to
be a randomized function of the password, and thus also
plays the role of “salt”. HKDFs can be used as drop-in
substitutes for regular KDFs, pending addition in the user
interface of a button for interrupting the computation in
progress.

HKDF Ramifications. The above idea is as simple as
it is powerful, though surprisingly it has not been inves-
tigated or implemented before. Ramifications are deep,
however:

1. (Stronger crypto) Two extra bits of security can be
reclaimed from any password.

A paradoxical result that we prove in this paper
is that, if the attacker does not know the iteration
count, and is then compelled to use a “dovetail”
search strategy with many restarts, then the attack
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effort is multiplied by ∼ 4× (a 2-bit security gain),
at no cost to the user.

Intuitively, our design will force any game-theoretic
optimal brute-force attacker to overshoot the true it-
eration count when trying out wrong passwords. By
contrast, when the user enters the correct password,
the key derivation process will be halted as soon
as the programmed number of iterations is reached
(using some mechanism for detecting that this is the
case).

2. (Flexible policies) Long-term memorable pass-
words for key recovery become a possibility.

Sophisticated users should be able to choose any
password that they will remember in the long term,
even with low entropy, as long as they are used with
a large enough iteration count to keep brute-force
attackers at bay (at the cost of slowing down legiti-
mate uses correspondingly).

This opens the possibility of using multiple pass-
words of reciprocal strength and memorability: one
high-entropy password with a small iteration count
for fast everyday use; and a second, much more
memorable password for the long term, protected by
a very large iteration count, to be used as a backup
if the primary password is forgotten.

3. (Future proofing) Password holders automatically
keep pace with password crackers.

Indeed, if every time a user’s password is changed,
the iteration count is selected to take some given
amount of time on the user’s machine, then the it-
eration count will automatically increase with any
hardware speed improvement. This will negate all
advantage that a brute-force attacker might gain
from computers becoming faster, if we make the
natural assumption that technological progress ben-
efits password verifiers at the same rate as password
crackers.

4. (Resource maximization) User-side parallelism is
exploited to raise the cost of attacks.

Users care about (real) elapsed time; attackers about
cumulative CPU time. Independently of the idea of
hiding the iteration count, we design the key deriva-
tion to be parallelizable even for a single key. With
the popularization of multi-core PCs, users will then
be able to increase the total cost of key derivation
without increasing the observed elapsed time that
matters to them. The heightened total cost is how-
ever borne in full by the adversary, who gains noth-
ing by parallelizing “within” single passwords, as
opposed to “across” several ones.

These benefits are complementary rather than indepen-
dent: for example, by accentuating the iteration unpre-
dictability, Properties 2 and 3 solidify the Property 1 se-
curity gains that ride on it. Property 4 is orthogonal, but
is equally crucial to our goal of making attacks maxi-
mally expensive.

User Acceptance. Aside from the technical arguments
we develop in the remaining of this paper, remains the
question of user acceptance. Although we cannot answer
this question in the name of others, it seems reasonable
to assume that acceptance should be easy.

The general principle of using deliberately expensive
cryptography in conjunction with passwords has become
standard, and is expected by users. The main commercial
operating systems even use login screens that frustrate
casual password guessing “by hand” using fake delays.
Although this theatre provides but illusory protection
against true offline attacks, it eloquently demonstrates
that users (or system provisioners) demand that penal-
ties be assessed for entering bad passwords. HKDFs ful-
fil these expectations in a cryptographically sound way,
but in stark contrast to those commercial approaches,
HKDFs seek to empower users without burdening them,
for their benefit.

1.5 Related Work
The first deliberate use of expensive cryptographic oper-
ations to slow down brute-force attacks, in the crypt()
password hashing function on Unix systems, coincides
with the public availability of the DES cipher. Since
then, a lot of progress has been made.

Provos and Mazières [33] have proposed a cost-
parameterizable alternative to Unix crypt(), called
bcrypt(), to avoid the obsolescence problems asso-
ciated with fixed iteration counts. In their proposal, the
cost parameter is set by the system administrator, shared
among users, and must be committed to storage (rather
than kept secret, set arbitrarily, and easy to program us-
ing the user interface, in the present work). More re-
cently, Halderman et al. [16] proposed the idea of mak-
ing key derivation very slow the first time, and subse-
quently faster by caching some state on the user ma-
chine: this is mostly useful for client-server authentica-
tion when the password is so weak that online trial-and-
error is the greater concern, seconded by cache exposure.
Interestingly, online PAKE protocols [27] have recently
started to take offline dictionary attacks into considera-
tion, by avoiding keeping user passwords in the clear
on the server, and by distributing these servers among
several locations. Other approaches to password man-
agement seek to prevent dictionary attacks in specific
contexts: the PwdHash [36] system is a browser plug-in
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that generates reproducible unique passwords for differ-
ent web sites, and offers some resistance to both online
and offline attacks.

Deliberately expensive cryptography has also been
applied in “proof-of-work” schemes for combatting
junk email [14] as well as for carrying out micro-
payments [2], among other similar applications. These
CPU-bound constructions are based on easy-to-verify
but hard(er)-to-compute answers to random challenges
built from hash functions. Memory-bound proof-of-
work schemes have also been proposed [13], motivated
not by the desire to prevent parallelism, but rather by the
observation that memory chips have narrower and more
predictable speed ranges than CPUs. At the other ex-
treme of this spectrum, time-lock puzzles [35] are en-
cryption schemes designed to be decryptable, without a
key, after a well-defined but very long computation; these
schemes are based on algebraic techniques, and view the
publicity of the decryption delay as a feature [28].

Regarding parallel hashing schemes, we mention
Split MAC [41], which is a parallelizable version of
HMAC [24] for hashing long messages (rather than a
long loop from a short password). On the cryptana-
lytic side, we mention Hellman’s [18] classic time/space
trade-off attack against deterministic password hashing,
and its modern reincarnation as Oeschlin’s [30] rainbow
tables. See also [3] for a theoretical study of these types
of algorithms.

Contribution. The point of this paper is as much to
study HKDFs for their own sake as a new cryptographic
and security tool, as it is to advocate their deployment in
all practical systems that do password-based encryption.

In Section 2 we define HKDFs, construct them gener-
ically, and prove their basic security. We also parame-
terize them for the long term, and discuss user-side par-
allelism. In Section 3 we adopt a theoretical stance and
study the origin of the ∼ 4× security factor that seems
to arise magically.

In Section 4 we put on a systems hat and show how to
integrate HKDFs in popular software such as TrueCrypt
and GnuPG. We plan to release our implementations as
open-source C code.

2 HKDF Design

The guiding design principles of Halting Key Derivation
Functions are the following:

1. the cost of key derivation is programmed by the user
and has no prior upper bound;

2. the amount of work for each key is independent and
secret;

3. the key derivation memory footprint grows in lock-
step with computation time;

4. the computation for deriving a single key can be dis-
tributed if needed.

We have already mentioned the motivation for (1.) letting
the user program the iteration count t arbitrarily, and (4.)
providing user-side parallelism. The justification for (2.)
keeping t a secret, and (3.) having the memory footprint
grow linearly with t, are to force the attacker to make
costly guesses as it tries out wrong candidate passwords
from its dictionary D.

Suppose the adversary is certain the true password w
belongs in D, but has no idea about t. The obvious ap-
proach is to try out all the words in D, in parallel, for
as many iterations as needed. However, this attack is in-
credibly memory-consuming since for each word there
is state to be kept: terabytes or more for mere 40-bit en-
tropy passwords (#D = 240).

If the attacker cannot maintain state across all of D
as the iteration count is increased, the only alternative
is to fix an upper bound t̄ for t and try each word for t̄
iterations, and then start over with a bigger t̄. Clearly,
this is more expensive since much of the computations is
being redone. How much more expensive depends on the
schedule for increasing t̄. Increase it too slowly, e.g., t̄ =
1, 2, 3, ..., and most of the work ends up being redone.
Increase it too fast, e.g., t̄ = 1!, 2!, 3!, ..., and the true
value of t risks being overshot by a wide margin.

We shall see that with the optimal strategy the attacker
can keep the cost as low as ∼ 4× as much as if t has
been public. The user does not pay this penalty since
on the correct password the HKDF halts spontaneously
at the correct iteration count t (which the user need not
recall either). This gives us ∼ 2 bits of extra security
essentially for free.

The memory footprint growth in Θ(t) is a technicality
to ensure that the argument holds for arbitrarily large t,
lest it become more economical beyond some threshold
to purchase the memory.

2.1 Formal Specification
As briefly outlined in Section 1.4, an HKDF consists of
a pair of deterministic functions:

Prepare : (w, r, t) 7→ v which, given a password w, a
random string r, and an iteration count t, produces
a public verification string v;

Extract : (w, v) 7→ k which, given a password w and
a verification string v, outputs a key k upon halting,
or fails to halt in polynomial time.

In this abstract model, the iteraction count parameter t is
given to Prepare at the onset. In practice, the user sets t
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implicitly by interrupting the computation as she pleases,
using the user interface.

Security Model. We write [a] and [a | b] to denote
marginal and conditional distributions of random vari-
ables. Let US denote the uniform distribution over a set
S, often implicit from context.

Pick r ∈$ {0, 1}`, viz., so that [r] ≡ U{0,1}` , to be
our `-bit random seed for some parameter `. We first de-
mand that the extracted keys be uniform and statistically
independent of the secrets:

– Key uniformity: [k | w, t] ≡ U where k =
Extract(w, Prepare(w, r, t)).

We also impose lower and upper computational com-
plexity bounds on the functions:

– Preparation complexity: Prepare(w, r, t) always
halts in time O(t), for all inputs.

– Extraction complexity: Extract(w, v) requires time
and space Θ(t), for all v = Prepare(w, r, t).

– Conditional halting: Extract(w′, v) does not halt in
polynomial time when w′ 6= w.

We then ask that the key be unknowable without the req-
uisite effort, even with all the data:

– Bounded indistinguishability: [v, k | w, t]
o(t)
≡ U for

v = Prepare(w, r, t) and k = Extract(w, v).

I.e., for any randomized algorithm running in space
(and hence time) strictly sub-linear in t, the joint
[v, k] is computationally indistinguishable from ran-
dom even given w and/or t.

As a consequence of the latter, the public string v is
computationally indistinguishable from random to any-
one who has not also guessed (and tested for t iterations)
the correct password against it.

To summarize, for random r, it must be in-
feasible to find, in polynomial time in the secu-
rity parameter, a tuple (k, t, w,w′) such that k =
Extract(w′, Prepare(w, r, t)) and w 6= w′. Fur-
thermore, finding a tuple (k, t, w) such that k =
Extract(w, Prepare(w, r, t)) must require Θ(t) units of
time and memory, barring which no information about
the correct k must be obtained from w, r, t.

2.2 Generic Construction
There are many ways to realize HKDFs, depending on
the computational assumptions we make. One of the sim-
plest constructions is generic and is based on some cryp-
tographic hash function H : {0, 1}2` → {0, 1}` viewed
as a random oracle, for a security parameter `.

To capture the main idea, we start with a sequential
HKDF construction. The construction is:

HKDFH .Prepare(w, r, t)

Inputs: password w, random string r, iteration count t
(may be implicit from user interrupt).

Output: verification string v (and corresponding key k).

1. z ← H(w, r) // init z from
password and
seed

2. FOR i := 1, ..., t or until interrupted //
3. yi ← z // store z in array

element yi

4. REPEAT q times //
5. j ← 1 + (z mod i) // map z to some

j ∈ {1, ..., i}
6. z ← H(z, yj) // update z

7. v ← (H(y1, z), r) //
8. k ← H(z, r) //

HKDFH .Extract(w, v)

Inputs: password w, verification string v.
Output: derived key k, or may never halt.

0. parse v as (h, r) // comparison and
seed strings

1. z ← H(w, r) //
2. FOR i := 1, ...,∞ // forever loop
3. yi ← z //
4. REPEAT q times //
5. j ← 1 + (z mod i) //
6. z ← H(z, yj) //
7. IF H(y1, z) = h THEN BREAK // break on halting

condition
8. k ← H(z, r) //

The constant q is a parameter that determines the ra-
tio between the time and space requirements. Since the
Extract function may not halt spontaneously, it must be
resettable by the user interface.

2.3 Security Properties
It is easy to see that the key output by Prepare is random
and correctly reproducible by Extract. As for the HKDF
security properties, we state the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Key uniformity: [k | w, t] ≡ U{0,1}` where
k = Extract(w, Prepare(w, r, t)).

Lemma 2. Preparation complexity: Prepare(w, r, t)
halts in time Θ(q t) on all inputs, for fixed q.

Lemma 3. Extraction complexity: Extract(w, v) halts
in time Θ(q t) and uses Θ(t) bits of memory, for any v =
Prepare(w, r, t) with same w.
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Proofs. Since r is random and H is a random function,
k = H(z, r) is uniformly distributed ∀z, which estab-
lishes Lemma 1. Lemmas 2 and 3 follow by inspection
of the algorithms.

Lemma 4. Conditional halting: Except with negligi-
ble probability, Extract(w′, v) halts in super-polynomial
time Ω(2` q) for any v = Prepare(w, r, t) and w′ 6= w,
where the probability is taken over the random choice of
H for arbitrary inputs.

Proof. For w′ 6= w, the value of y1 = H(w, r) in
Prepare and y′

1 = H(w′, r) in Extract will be statis-
tically independent since H is a random function, and
therefore so will be the benchmark h = H(y1, z) and its
comparison value H(y′

1, z
′) for all z′. Since the constant

h, the variable z′, and the value H(y′
1, z

′), are all `-bit
binary strings, we find that, letting `→∞,

Pr(Extract loops indefinitely) = e−1 ≈ 0.3678794 ,

Pr(Extract halts before count i) = (1− e−1)(1− e−i/2`

) .

The probability of halting on the wrong password in sub-
exponential time i < 2o(`) is negligible.

Lemma 5. Bounded indistinguishability: the distribu-
tions [v, k | w, t] and U{0,1}3 ` are perfectly indistin-
guishable by any algorithm running in sub-linear time
and/or space o(t) in the iteration count, for any v =
Prepare(w, r, t) and k = Extract(w, v).

Informal proof sketch. We deal with the time-bound in-
distinguishability claim first. Observe that both v and k
are independent ouputs of a chain of q t applications of
H , seeded by r. Since H is a random oracle, a standard
argument shows that no information about (v, k) can be
obtained without q t queries to H , which establishes the
time-bound indistinguishability claim.

For the stronger space-bound indistinguishability
claim, a more subtle argument shows that, with over-
whelming probability, all possible computation paths re-
quire that “almost all” yi for i = 1, ..., t be stored
in memory. The argument is based on the following
sequence of observations: (1) For all i ∈ {1, ..., t}
and all i′ ∈ {i, ..., t}, the value yi computed at step
i will be needed at a subsequent step i′ with proba-
bility Pr(yi needed at step i′) = q/i′, independently of
its prior uses. (2) The expected number of times that
yi will be needed in the course of the entire computa-
tion is #{i′ : yi needed at step i′} .=

∑t
i′=i+1(q/i′) ≈

q ln(t/i), which is ≥ nq for any n > 0 and i ≤ e−n t.
(3) The probability that for fixed i ≤ e−n t the value
yi is never needed is Pr(yi not needed) ≤ e−nq, which
whenever n > `/(q ln 2) is a vanishingly small func-
tion of the effective security parameter `. (4) Since, for

such n, the difference e−n t − e−n−1 t is a linear func-
tion of t, the sub-linear memory constraint requires that
some yj with j ≤ e−n−1 t be dropped prior to reaching
the de−n te-th step. (5) With overwhelming probability
Pr ≥ 1 − e−nq, the dropped value yj appears in the
computation path of some yi where j < e−n t < i, and
without the value of yj the key derivation cannot pro-
ceed.

The outcome of this reasoning is that before we can
compute yi, we need to recompute the dropped value yj ,
which itself requires the recomputation of some earlier
values still: some of these values must also have been
dropped, as the same reasoning shows using an incre-
mented n ← n + 1 (with recursion upper bound bln tc).
To complete the argument, we note that for some l where
j < l < i ≤ t, the recomputation of yj needed for yi

will require freeing up some previously stored value yl,
which is still needed for the calculation of yi, and whose
recomputation will require yj ; when this happens, the al-
gorithm will be stuck. This shows that the intrinsic space
complexity of computing HKDFH .Extract by whatever
means in the random oracle model is Θ̃(`t).

A consequence of Lemma 5 is that, unless the attacker
has an enormous and linearly increasing amount of mem-
ory at its disposal, it will not be able to mount a “per-
sistent” attack against all D (or any significant fraction
thereof). It will have to choose which bits of state must
be kept, and which ones must be erased to make room
for others: the attack will necessarily be “forgetful”.

2.4 Parallelizable Construction

In addition to allowing arbitrarily large t and forcing the
adversary to guess it, a complementary way to increase
the adversary’s workload is to exploit any parallelism
that is available to the user. Indeed, users care about
the real elapsed time for processing a single password,
whereas attackers worry about the total CPU time needed
to cycle through the entire dictionary. Hence, we can
hurt the adversary by increasing the CPU-time/elapsed-
time ratio, with parallelizable key derivation.

Interestingly, we note that this runs contrary to con-
ventional wisdom on password hashing, which tradi-
tionally abhors parallelism. The reason why our new
password-level parallelism is safe is that only the legit-
imate user can benefit from it. The adversary is always
better off using the cruder kind of dictionary-level paral-
lelism that has always been available to him.

We require a cryptographic hash function H :
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}` where ` is a security parameter. Let
{STATEMENT(l)}l=1,...,p denote the p independent state-
ments STATEMENT(1), ..., STATEMENT(p), where p is a
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“maximum parallelism” parameter. Our generic paral-
lelizable HKDF is as follows:

pHKDFH .Prepare(w, r, t)

Inputs: password w, random string r, iteration count t
(may be implicit from user interrupt).

Output: verification string v (and corresponding key k).

1. {zl ← H(w, r, l)}l=1,...,p // init each zl

independently
2. z ← H(z1, ..., zl) // init z from all

the zl

3. FOR i := 1, ..., t or until interrupted //
4. yi ← z // store z in array

element yi

5. REPEAT q times //
6. {jl ← 1 + (zl mod i)}l=1,...,p // map each zl to

some jl ∈
{1, ..., i}

7. {zl ← H(zl, yjl
, l)}l=1,...,p // update each zl

independently
8. z ← H(z1, ..., zl) // update z

9. v ← (H(y1, z), r) //
10. k ← H(z, r) //

pHKDFH .Extract(w, v)

Inputs: password w, verification string v.
Output: derived key k, or may never halt.

0. parse v as (h, r) //
1. {zl ← H(w, r, l)}l=1,...,p // p-way

parallelizable
2. z ← H(z1, ..., zl) //
3. FOR i := 1, ...,∞ //
4. yi ← z //
5. REPEAT q times // p-way

parallelizable
across whole
loop

6. {jl ← 1 + (zl mod i)}l=1,...,p // p-way
parallelizable

7. {zl ← H(zl, yjl
, l)}l=1,...,p // p-way

parallelizable
8. z ← H0(z1, ..., zl) //
9. IF H(y1, z) = h THEN BREAK //

10. k ← H(z, r) //

The constant p determines the maximum parallelizabil-
ity of the scheme: it can then vary from 1-fold to p-fold
without significant overhead. Total computational cost
is Θ(pq t) hash evaluations. Total memory requirement
is Θ(p + t) hash values, including a constant `p bits of
memory overhead compared to the basic construction.
Complexity-wise, the parameter p acts as a multiplier on
the space/time proportionality ratio q, so that all secu-
rity properties are retained with pq instead of q. It is thus

easy to enable parallelism by increasing p and decreasing
q proportionately.

The relative penalty exerted on the adversary will be
proportional to the number N of CPUs that the user can
bring to bear, under the constraint that N ≤ p (and where
ideally, N | p).

Partitioned Memory. The sequential scheme of Sec-
tion 2.2 can also be made p-wise parallelizable for p =
2l, by dropping l bits from r when Prepare-ing the pub-
lic string v = (h, r). To re-derive the key, the user tries
all completions of r by running p instances of Extract at
once until one halts. With p machines, the elapsed time
is unchanged; however the total work is Θ(pq t). The in-
convenient is that this requires Θ(pt) memory instead of
Θ(p + t) for the method of Section 2.4, but the advan-
tage is that processing and memory can be partitioned
over p independent machines. Applying the same trick
to the Section 2.4 scheme, gives us a hybrid with two
parallelism options.

2.5 Practical Parameters
HKDF parameter selection is non-critical and much eas-
ier than with regular KDFs, since we are not trying to
make decisions for the user, or prevent obsolescence by
betting pro or con Moore’s law. The only choices we
need to make concern the coefficients p and q. The rule
of thumb is: maximize pq in view of today’s machines,
and then fix p to cover all foreseeable needs for paral-
lelism.

For the sake of illustration, let ` = 256, and suppose
that that the user’s key derivation hardware can compute
n = 225 hashes per second (e.g., with 23 cores each ca-
pable of 222 hashes per second), and suppose the device
has m = 221 · 256 bits = 64 MiB of shared memory.
Memory capacity will be reached after T = mpq/`n
seconds of elapsed computation time. Thus, if we aim
for pq = 220, the maximum selectable processing time
on the device will be 216 seconds (close to 1 day), in in-
crements of 2−5 second. We can take p = 210 · 32 · 52 =
230 400 and hence q = 4 to get pq ≈ 220. Last, we as-
certain that, per all these choices, the available memory
is still much larger than the `p ≈ 7 MiB of overhead that
are the price to pay for the parallelization option.

Suppose then that the user settles for t = 25 iterations
(to take 1 second on the current device), and chooses a
weak password with only 40 bits of entropy (from an im-
plicit dictionary of size d = 240). In these conditions, an
adversary will need `td = 253 bits = 1024 TiB of mem-
ory in order to conduct a persistent attack. On a faster
and/or more highly parallelized device, the user would
choose a correspondingly larger value of t, further in-
creasing the load on the adversary.
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Flexible Parallelism. It is advisable to set p as a large
product of small factors, to facilitate the even distribu-
tion of workload among any number N of CPUs such
that N divides p; this is easy to achieve in practice since
the values of pq tend to be quite large, on the order of
pq ≥ 1 000 000. A nice consequence is that the same
HKDF can be dimensioned to accommodate any reason-
ably foreseen amount of user-side parallelism (hence the
choice p = 210 ·32 ·52 = 230 400), and still be usable on
today’s sequential computers (with at least `p ≈ 7 MiB
of memory in this example).

3 The Security Gap

We show that any adversary lacking enormous amounts
of memory will incur a ∼ 4× larger cost for not know-
ing the iteration count. Since the penalty only strikes on
wrong guesses, the user who knows the correct password
will be immune to it. We say that HKDFs widen the “se-
curity gap”.

3.1 Offline Dictionary Attack Model
We consider the simplest and most general offline attack
by an adversary A against a challenger C. We capture
the password “guessability” by supposing that it is drawn
uniformly at random from a known dictionary D, and
define its entropy as the value log2(#D). The game is
as follows:

Challenge. The challenger C picks w ∈$ D
and r ∈$ {0, 1}` at random, chooses
t ∈ N, and computes (v, k) ←
HKDF.Prepare(w, r, t). It gives the
string v to A.

Attack. The adversary A outputs as
many keys as it pleases, sequen-
tially: k1, k2, .... It wins the
game as soon as some ki matches
k = HKDF.Extract(w, v).

We assume that A can only retain state for a dwindling
fraction of D, of size o(1) in t.

Password (Min-)Entropy. In reality, passwords are
not sampled uniformly from a fixed D, but rather non-
uniformly from a set with no clear boundaries. The
worst-case unpredictability of a password chosen in this
manner is the minimum entropy, or min-entropy, defined
as − log2(maxw Pr(w)). The uniform password model
w ∈$ D conveniently and accurately reflects the diffi-
culty of guessing from C’s true password distribution,
provided that log2(#D) matches the min-entropy of the
latter.

3.2 Finding the Optimal Attack Strategy
By Lemma 5 we know that A cannot do better than
outputting random keys until it “tries out” the correct
password w for t iterations (using the Extract function).
Since A lacks the memory to maintain concurrent in-
stances of Extract for any substantial subset of D, the
only option is to “dovetail” the search, i.e.:

– try all the words of D one by one (or few by few)
for a bounded stretch of time;

– retry the same for longer and longer time stretches,
until t is eventually exceeded.

We can neglect the o(1) fraction of D on which A could
run a persistent attack. Also, for uniform w ∈$ D and
unknown t it is easy to show that it is optimal to spend
the same amount of effort on each candidate password.
We deduce that the optimal algorithm for any forgetful
attacker A is:

Optimal-MemoryBound-AD(v)

Input: verification string v.
Output: password ŵ and key k̂.

1. FOR t̂ := t1, t2, ... // t1 < t2 < ...
: the search
schedule

2. FOR ŵ ∈ D // in sequence
or partially
parallel

3. RUN k̂ ← Extract(ŵ, v) for t̂ steps
4. IF k̂ ∈ {0, 1}` THEN // did Extract

halt sponta-
neously?

5. RETURN (ŵ, k̂) //

The only parameters to be specified are the increasing
sequence of iteration counts t1 < t2 < ...; the optimal
schedule (t1, t2, ...) will depend on A’s uncertainty on t.

Effort and Penalty. We now quantify the total com-
putation effort expended by A in function of the attack
schedule (t1, t2, ...). Let us denote by WA

t1,t2,...(t) the
total expected number of hash evaluations made by A is
the iteration count chosen by C is t. Let k be the smallest
index such that tk ≥ t. Let d = #D, and define the con-
stant u = dq. Since all of D will be explored for each
ti < t, and only half of D on expectation for the first
tk ≥ t (and nothing thereafter), we find that:

WA
t1,t2,...(t) =

(
k−1∑

i=1

ti +
tk
2

)
u ,

where

{
k = min{i : ti ≥ t}
u = (#D)q

.
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If, on the other hand, A had known the value of t and just
had to search for the password alone, the expected attack
effort, denoted WA

t (t), would have been:

WA
t (t) =

(
t

2

)
u , with u = (#D)q .

We define the penalty (of not knowing t) as the ratio:

π(t) =
WA

t1,t2,...(t)

WA
t (t)

= 2(t1+...+tk−1)+tk

t ≥ 1. Next, we
show how to bound π(t).

3.3 Bounding the Uncertainty Penalty

First, we should clarify that the goal of A is to minimize
the value of π(t) on expectation over the random choices
made by A and C, and not necessarily in the extremal
cases where t is either very small or very large. Indeed,
it is not in the interest of C to choose too small a value
for t. Furthermore, A can easily achieve π(t) = 1 for the
maximal value of t (we assume that A knows what hard-
ware C uses), simply by setting t1 = tmax, but this would
be a Pyrrhic victory since the attack would be utterly pro-
hibitive and probably for naught. More generally, A can-
not simply let t1 be the largest “likely” value for t, since
then C would figure it out and select t = t1 + 1.

The foregoing strongly suggests that the game-
theoretic optimum must be scale-invariant over the en-
tire range {tlo, ..., thi} 3 t that C considers useful. It also
suggests that A and C should use mixed (i.e., random-
ized) strategies. We use the notation [V ] to denote the
distribution of V .

Lemma 6. Uniform equilibrium: There exists a constant
π0, function of tlo and thi, such that a Nash equilibrium
between A and C can only be reached for a randomized
attack strategy such that ∀t ∈ {tlo, ..., thi} : π(t) = π0.
The corresponding optimal strategy for A exists.

Informal proof sketch. Let [(t1, t2, ...)] be an optimal
mixture, or distribution of schedules, for A, and sup-
pose toward a contradiction that for this strategy the
expected penalty π(t) is not uniform over the entire
range of acceptable values for t. Thus, there exist
teasy and thard in the interval {tlo, ..., thi} such that ∀t :
π(teasy) ≤ π(t) ≤ π(thard). Since the mixture is optimal,
C can compute its parameters and select t = thard to ex-
ert the stiffest expected penalty on A. Predicting this, A
would let ρ = thard/teasy and switch to a new mixture
given by: [(t′1, t

′
2, ...)] = [(ρt1, ρt2, ...)].

It is easy to see that π′(t) = π′(thard) under the new
mixture equals π(teasy) < π(t) under the original one. It
follows that the new strategy performs better than the old
one when C consistently chooses t = thard (which was C’s
optimal defense in response to A’s supposedly optimal

attack). It follows that the original strategy was not opti-
mal after all, and we conclude that any optimal random-
ized attack must incur the same penalty π0 = π(t) for all
t ∈ {tlo, ..., thi}, as claimed. Existence of the random-
ized strategy characterized above follow from Nash.

Lemma 7. Scale invariance: In the limit (thi/tlo) →
∞, the optimal attack and defense strategies are scale-
invariant. For A the optimal ratio [(ti+1/ti)] converges
in distribution to a mixture [α] that is independent of i.
For C the optimal parameter [t] assumes a Zipf power
law, whose probability density function d

dxPr(t < x) is
proportional to x−β for some negative exponent −β in
the limit.

Informal proof sketch. Consider an optimal mixed strat-
egy [(t1, t2, ...)] and an iteration count t. Without loss
of generality, we assume that tlo � t � thi. Fix
some δ > 0, and let t′ = (1 + δ)t. By Lemma 6,
we know that π(t) = π(t′). Now, consider the
mixed schedule [(t′1, t

′
2, ...)] obtained by subtituting t′i =

(1 + δ)ti for ti everywhere, while keeping all proba-
bilities the same. Denote by π′ the penalty function
under that new schedule. By definition, we have the
identity π′(t′) = 1+δ

1+δ π(t) = π(t), and by transitiv-
ity we obtain that π(t) = π′(t). We conclude that
π(t) = π′(t) for any distribution of t over the interval
{(1 + δ)tlo, ..., (1 + δ)−1 thi}, for any δ > 0.

Since the strategy is optimal, it follows that multiply-
ing all the values in all the schedules it comprises by
any constant (1 + δ) must preserve π(t); this also works
backward for (1 + δ)−1, and thus this is true in the limit
for any multiplier in R+. In other words an optimal
strategy for A is invariant to (multiplicative) scaling. A
straightforward argument then shows that this must be re-
ciprocated by the optimal response employed by C. Ap-
proximating t as a real in R+, we deduce that t must obey
a Zipf power law, whose density is: d

dxPr(t < x) ∝ x−β

for some β ∈ R.
For the remaining claim, we first note that the

scale invariance implies that all the individual sched-
ules (t1, t2, ...) in the mixture must satisfy (ti+1/ti) =
(tj+1/tj) for all i, j, otherwise the multiplication by
a constant would result in a different mixture. We
have not yet ruled out the possibility of (sub-)mixtures
[(t1, t2, ...)], [(t′1, t

′
2, ...)], ... with unequal progressions

[(ti+1/ti)] 6= [(t′i+1/t′i)], which is why so far we say
that [(ti+1/ti)] converges to a distribution [α] instead of
a value α∗.

Randomized Starting Point. Lemmas 6 and 7 show
that the optimal attack schedule for A is a randomized
sequence (t1, t2, ...) where ti = t1αi−1 for some ran-
dom starting point t1 ≈ tlo and a progression coefficient
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α ∈$ [α]. For large enough t � t1, the penalty becomes:

π(t) =
(

2
t1 + ... + tk−1

t
+

tk
t

)
≈ α + 1

α − 1
γ ,

for some γ =
tk
t

∈ [1, α) .

Applying the scale invariance principle, we know that the
expected π(t) should be constant for varying t, which
requires that γ be distributed with density ∝ γ−1:

d

dx
Pr(γ < x) =

{
x−1/lnα for 1 ≤ x < α

0 otherwise
. (1)

Since γ has expectation
∫ α

1
x x−1

ln α dx = α−1
ln α , the uni-

form penalty for all choices of t is thus:

π(t) ≈ π0 =
α + 1
ln(α)

. (2)

Optimal Progression Coefficient. The last thing we
need is to compute π0 in function of the progression co-
efficient α, which is drawn from some distribution [α]
yet to be specified. Notice from Equation (2) that π0 is
a convex function of α that reaches a minimum for some
α = α∗ ∈ (1,∞), hence the optimal [α] is the pointwise
distribution centered on α∗. Asymptotically, the numer-
ical values of the optimal attack coefficient α∗ and the
corresponding minimal penalty π∗

0 are given by:

α∗ = arg min
α

α + 1
ln(α)

, π∗
0 =

α∗ + 1
ln(α∗)

,

π∗
0 = α∗ ≈ 3.59112147666862 . (3)

To implement the optimal strategy, a rational attacker
A would fix α = α∗ from Equation (3), and start the
search schedule from some random t1 = tlo γ where γ
is distributed as in Equation (1). No matter how clev-
erly C chooses t, the expected penalty incurred by A is
π(t) = π∗

0 ≈ 3.5911215. (We mention that the same
constant, 3.59112..., arises in the context of the cow-path
problem [23], which is a hidden search problem with a
related structure and also with scale-invariance proper-
ties.)

Finally, and reciprocally, we can determine the opti-
mal Zipf-Pareto exponent −β∗ that a rational C should
choose to oppose A. Straightforward calculations show
that −β∗ = −1.

3.4 Justifying the Zipf-Pareto Hypothesis
We have shown that (for the stated objective of maximiz-
ing the expected security gap) the optimal distribution
[t] is a power law of exponent −β∗ = −1 over some
fixed and fairly wide interval of interest. The question is
whether this is a reasonable assumption to make for the
behavior of C:

Would a typical user not always program the
same key derivation delay?

The first answer to this question depends on the user’s
psychology, and his or her understanding of the bene-
fits provided by HKDFs. In fact, it is sufficient that the
attacker believe that the user has a good reason to use
very long delays on occasion (e.g., to protect a particu-
larly sensitive ciphertext, or to shield a long-term backup
password that will only be used as a last resort, as we
already discussed in the introduction). Of course, if the
attacker does not believe such a thing, but the user does
it anyway, it is the attacker who will be sorry.

The second answer is a phenomenological one. Zipf
or Pareto distributions (of law ∝ n−β) have been noted
to occur ubiquitously in the upper tail of empirical distri-
butions in a variety of contexts, ranging from physics and
geology with the distribution of reserves in oil field de-
posits, to linguistics with the relative frequency of words
in written texts, to economics regarding distribution of
income and normalized returns of securities, and even to
anthropology with the size of human population centers
(see [34] for a list of these phenomena). Hence, it seems
natural to assume that for large ensembles of users and/or
ciphertexts, the induced iteration count t would be akin to
a Zipf process. This hypothesis draws credence from an
observed pattern in natural and human sciences [31, 25]
that the most common empirical distributions are Zipf-
Pareto of exponent −β∗ = −(1 + ε) / −1.

In summary, we have shown that the HKDF approach
gives us a small amount of “free” security:

Theorem 8. Security gain: Under the reasonable hy-
pothesis that users do not always choose t predictably,
HKDFs increase the “ effective entropy” of any pass-
word, over regular KDFs, by:

log2(π
∗
0) ≈ 1.84443445579378 bits .

4 Real-world Implementation

We believe that the case is strong for dropping KDFs in
favor of HKDFs wherever possible, and to make it even
stronger we discuss two compelling real-world applica-
tions.

We present two implementations of HKDFs on
GNU/Linux systems, which we intend to release as open-
source portable (POSIX) C code. Our first prototype is
as a stand-alone command-line tool to be used in con-
juction with programs such as GNU gpg [15] or Ru-
usu’s aespipe [1] to assemble strong password-based
encryption pipelines. Our second prototype is a patch for
the truecrypt [40] “plausibly deniable” disk encryp-
tion software, which dramatically increases its resistance
to offline dictionary attacks, and thus plausible deniabil-
ity by implication.
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We will see that HKDFs are much more secure in
practice than the KDFs they replace, at the cost of little
tweaks to the UI, minimal impact on the user behavior,
and no change to the hardware.

4.1 TrueCrypt Disk Encryption
TrueCrypt [40] is a password-based disk encryption
software of modern design, developed for Windows
and subsequently ported to Linux, and available un-
der a permissive open-source license. TrueCrypt is
aimed at local storage encryption underneath the filesys-
tem. It provides plausible deniability, meaning that a
truecrypt-encrypted disk should be indistinguishable
from a shred-ded disk to anyone who lacks the pass-
word. Free-space ciphertext and plaintext are designed
to look random: this allows a nested volume to be hid-
den in a container volume’s free space. This is perhaps
the central feature of the design, and truecrypt is able
to avoid clobbering the hidden volume when writing on
the container, as long as both volumes are mounted.

The cryptographic design is otherwise fairly standard.
A password-based KDF-encrypted header holds a ran-
domly generated key, needed for encrypting the bulk of
the data (i.e., the disk sectors). One peculiarity is that
the KDF iteration count cannot be recorded because the
encrypted volume including the header must appear ran-
dom, and so it is burned into the truecrypt binary.

Plausible Deniability. Had they been available,
HKDFs would have been very helpful, indeed:

1. There would be no need to record the iteration count
anywhere, yet no reason to keep it fixed.

2. Plausible deniability would be enhanced greatly,
because it all hinges on the password and the effort
needed to crack it, and we know that HKDFs make
that much harder for at least three reasons (arbitrar-
ily large counts, widened security gap, and user-side
parallelism).

Implementation and Interface. TrueCrypt’s KDF
is PKCS#5 with a user-selected hash (SHA1,
RIPEMD160, or WHIRLPOOL) and a hard-coded
iteration count (2000, 2000, and 1000 respectively).
Since the hash selection cannot be recorded in the
volume any more than the iteration count, truecrypt
simply tries the three functions in sequence until one
works.

We implemented the generic HKDF of Section 2.2, in-
stantiated with SHA1, as a fourth option to be tried last
(quite naturally, since it must be allowed to run for an
arbitrary amount of time). The encrypted volume format
has space for 64 bytes of PKCS#5 salt; we reclaim 40

bytes for the HKDF public string v (which is random, see
Section 2), and pad the rest with random data.

The two functions we interface with TrueCrypt are:
ulong HKDF_prepare( //returns: actual value of t
ulong tmax, //input: maximum t, 0 for none
uint w_sz, uchar const *w, //input: password w
uint r_sz, uchar const *r, //input: randomness r
uint v_sz, uchar *v, //output: public string v
uint k_sz, uchar *k); //output: derived key k

ulong HKDF_derive( //returns: actual value of t
ulong tmax, //input: maximum t, 0 for none
uint w_sz, uchar const *w, //input: password w
uint v_sz, uchar const *v, //input: public string v
uint k_sz, uchar *k); //output: derived key k

We build a modified version of TrueCrypt, called
hkdf-tc, that invokes HKDF_prepare() when
asked to create a new volume with the HKDF option
turned on, and defers to HKDF_derive() when asked
to mount a volume with an undecipherable header. Al-
though both functions take a parameter tmax that could
play the role of t, the actual selection of t is implicit and
interactive:

When creating a new volume, hkdf-tc asks the user
to enter the same password twice, and to choose a
number of options. If the HKDF option is selected,
HKDF_prepare() will invite the user to press
a key after any—short or long—delay, explaining
that the same delay will be incurred every time the
volume is mounted as a defense against password
guessers.

When mounting an existing volume, hkdf-tc queries
the password and tries the built-in KDFs. If these
fail, HKDF_derive() is invoked, and the user in-
structed to press a key if it is taking too long, for the
program cannot distinguish a wrong password from
one with a longer delay.

In both cases, computations proceed in the background,
pending the user signal which is detected by polling a
non-blocking I/O system call at every iteration of the
main loop. At ∼ 1–30 Hz, this solution is responsive but
not wasteful, and fits well with TrueCrypt’s command-
line user interface.

With a graphical UI, another approach would be to
add a button to the password entry dialog, greyed out
at first, and becoming clickable once the user has en-
tered a password: its label when commissioned by
HKDF_prepare() would be [finish]; or [cancel]
when commissioned by HKDF_derive(). One could
also add a busy indicator, progress bar, or iteration
counter, to taste.

4.2 Command-line HKDF Tool
Our second implementation is a small command-line
tool, called hkdf, whose usage is as follows:
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1. hkdf -p [-r|-s] [-t MAX] prompts for a passphrase, and prints a public string
hkdf -k [-r|-s] [-t MAX] FILE same, but writes publ.str. to FILE and prints the key

2. hkdf [-d] [-t MAX] reads publ.str., asks for a passphr., and prints a key

Arguments: -p|-k PREPARE mode --- once running, press the * key to finish
-d EXTRACT mode (the default) --- press Control-C to cancel
-r reads randomness from stdin (instead of /dev/random)
-s reads passphrase from stdin (instead of user prompt)
-t MAX triggers auto-finish or auto-cancel at iteration MAX

Each of the following commands creates a random
public string v, saves it to the file public.v, and prints
the corresponding key k on standard output, based on
the user’s passphrase. The second command asks for the
passphrase twice (on behalf of hkdf -p and hkdf -d,
in unspecified order), and re-derives k on-the-fly to pro-
vide end-to-end verification without committing any se-
cret to disk.
# hkdf -k public.v
# hkdf -p | tee public.v | hkdf -d

The user must press the * key at some time after entering
the passphrases(s) (or use the -t option) to set the key
derivation delay. To recover k from public.v at a later
time, we use:
# hkdf < public.v

which prompts for the passphrase once.

Encryption with AESpipe and GnuPG. We can
combine hkdf with aespipe [1] to assemble a (ran-
domized) password-based AES encryptor with HKDF
resistance to dictionary attacks. The plaintext is a file
plain.bin and the ciphertext will consist of two files
crypt.v and crypt.aes. To encrypt:
# aespipe -p 4 4<<<‘hkdf -k crypt.v‘ \

< plain.bin > crypt.aes

In the Bourne shell (/bin/sh), the string 4<<<‘...‘
causes the command between the backquotes to be exe-
cuted in a sub-shell, and its output redirected to the par-
ent’s unused file descriptor #4; meanwhile, the param-
eter -p 4 instructs aespipe to fetch its key from the
same. To decrypt:
# aespipe -d -p 4 4<<<‘hkdf < crypt.v‘ \

< crypt.aes > decrypted.bin

This command works similarly. If the passphrase is
good, hkdf will feed the right key to aespipe; oth-
erwise, it will run forever until interrupted by Control-C.

The hkdf tool is even easier to interface with other
programs, e.g., gpg [15]:
# hkdf -k crypt.v | gpg --passphrase-fd 0 \

-o crypt.gpg -c plain.bin
# hkdf < crypt.v | gpg --passphrase-fd 0 \

-o decrypted.bin crypt.gpg

This is merely suggestive; more sophisticated scripts
could merge the ciphertext into a single file.

GnuPG Key-rings. Since the user passphrase is the
Achilles’ heel of the system, an excellent use of the
hkdf/gpg synergy is to replace gpg’s default key-
ring encryption with something stronger. To quote the
gpg(1) manual page:

WARNINGS
Use a *good* password for your user ac-
count and a *good* passphrase to protect
your secret key. This passphrase is the
weakest part of the whole system. Pro-
grams to do dictionary attacks on your se-
cret keyring are very easy to write and so
you should protect your ”˜/.gnupg/” di-
rectory very well.

HKDFs are an excellent way to add protection with or
without changing the passphrase. Our hkdf tool and a
small script to bind it to gpg are all that is needed.

4.3 Concrete Security Gains

We now quantify the security gained by upgrading True-
Crypt and GnuPG from KDF to HKDF. Our test plat-
form is a 1.5 GHz single-core x86 laptop running Debian
Linux.

Baseline Measurements. First we clock the various
built-in KDFs to establish the benchmark: cf. Table 1.
These timings were obtained by instrumenting the rel-
evant sections of code, in order to suppress overheads
and obtain an accurate indication of the amount of work
needed for a brute-force attack.

HKDF Performance. Next, we measure the perfor-
mance of the HKDF implementation, and the rate at
which the size of the state is increased: cf. Table 2. As
we would expect, the raw throughput is very close to but
slightly less than a “pure” implementation of the corre-
sponding hash function (e.g., compare the SHA1 instan-
tiation with gpg above). The discrepancy is caused by
the modular reduction in the inner loop of the HKDF al-
gorithm.
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Attainable Security Gains. We now find the actual
key derivation complexity (time and space) for several
user-programmed delays, and what this entails for an
optimal attacker. We fix q = 57600: cf. Table 3.
The last column shows the actual security gain provied
by HKDFs in comparison to the benchmarks. For the
most casual uses (where the HKDF preparation is fin-
ished without deliberate delay), we expect a steady se-
curity gain of about ∼ 7 bits over TrueCrypt, and about
∼ 11 bits over GnuPG. For more sensitive uses, gains of
∼ 15–20 bits can be attained with a few minutes of pa-
tience. For long-term backups where two-hour waits can
be justified, the gain reaches ∼ 23 bits over GnuPG. The
security gain further increases by ∼ log2(N) bits in all
cases if the user’s machine has N CPUs.

To give a very concrete example, a GnuPG secret key
file will be equally well protected with an 11-letter all-
lowercase password (∼ 51 bits of entropy) by gpg it-
self, as by our hkdf system with a 6-letter password
(∼ 28 bits of entropy) plus a two-hour wait—or eight-
minute on a sixteen-core machine. An infrastructure the
scale of Google (∼ 105 CPUs) would take two years to
crack either.

Attack Times. Our last table compares the times to
crack one password in GnuPG, TrueCrypt, and various
HKDF use cases, in function of the password strentgh
(40 and 60 bits of entropy, or ∼ 9 and ∼ 13 random low-
ercase letters, respectively), against a spectrum of oppo-
nents: cf. Table 4.

Even with “instantaneous” user delays (∼ 1 s), the se-
curity gains are substantial and may suffice to turn a suc-
cessful attack into a successful defense. Larger delays
(> 1 min.–1 hr.) are surprisingly secure with the inher-
ent benefits of HKDFs; they are justified for last-resort
disaster-recovery backups, which must remain secure,
and their passwords not forgotten, over long cryptope-
riods.
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Table 1: Baseline measurements.

Software Digest function Normalized Fixed Time per password
speed multiplier (as measured)

truecrypt HMAC-SHA1 25200 #/s 2000 # 79 ms
HMAC-RIPEMD160 20400 #/s 2000 # 98 ms
HMAC-WHIRLPOOL 9700 #/s 1000 # 101 ms

gpg MD5 30.0 MB/S 65536 B 2.2 ms
SHA1 (default) 28.0 MB/s 65536 B 2.3 ms
SHA256 15.2 MB/s 65536 B 4.3 ms
SHA512 9.9 MB/s 65536 B 6.6 ms

Table 2: HKDF performance.

H algorithm Hash width HKDF throughput Time resolution and Memory rate (@1 CPU)
for HKDFH ` (q = 57600) (q = 230400)

SHA1 160 25.1 MB/s 11.0 Hz 220 B/s 2.8 Hz 56 B/s
WHIRLPOOL 512 19.7 MB/s 2.7 Hz 173 B/s 0.7 Hz 45 B/s

Table 3: Attainable security gains.

Program H for HKDFH Time & Memory (per password) : Security gain
Programmed Adversarial vs. built-in KDF

hkdf-tc WHIRLPOOL 3 sec. < 1 kB 11 sec. 2 kB 102× (∼ 7 bits)
(vs. truecrypt) 4 min. 41 kB 14 min. 147 kB 104× (∼ 13 bits)

45 min. 0.5 MB 3 hours 1.7 MB 105× (∼ 17 bits)
hkdf/gpg SHA1 1 sec. < 1 kB 4 sec. 1 kB 103× (∼ 10 bits)

(vs. gpg) 10 min. 131 kB 36 min. 469 kB 106× (∼ 20 bits)
2 hours 1.6 MB 7 hours 5.5 MB 107× (∼ 23 bits)

Table 4: Attack times.

Opponent # CPUs GnuPG TrueCrypt HKDF
1-core 32-core

40-bit secret 1 s 10 m 1 s 1 h
Individual 101 7.7 y 275 y 12.5 k y 7.5 M y 401 k y 1.4 G y
Corporation 104 67 h 101 d 13 y 7.5 k y 401 y 1.4 M y
Huge botnet 107 242 s 2.4 h (31 h)† 7.5 y (41 d)† 1.4 k y
“The World” 1010 242 ms 8.6 s (110 s)† (18 h)† (59 m)† (147 d)†

†The flagged figures relate to a persistent attack, feasible for these pa-
rameters if the opponent has 1 GiB per CPU.

60-bit secret
Government 106 80 y 2.9 k y 131 k y 79 M y 4.2 M y 15 G y
“The World” 1010 70 h 105 d 13 y 7.9 k y 420 y 1.5 M y
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